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[AKBA+20, KBS+21, LHL21, PJV+22, TK23, TYM+22]. trusted
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[DWW+21]. Trustzone-based [DWW+21]. TSM2X [RCX+21]. TSheep

[AMC20]. TU [SAY20]. Tukey [MAL+23]. tuned [PSBB21, VLCM+20].

tuning [BG21, DZZ+23]. TurBO [DZZ+23]. Two

[KW20, Amm21b, Ato23, IMP+23, XTGJ21, Yaz23b]. two-dimensional


two-sided [Ato23]. type [AR20, MZMM21].


vectorization [SALP20]. vehicle [QDD+22, ZSL+23]. Vehicles [MMM22, XLL+21, XBX+22]. vehicular [ABB22a, LYZ+22b, ABB22].


wait [ACHP22]. wait-freedom [ACHP22]. wallet [DWW+21]. WAN
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  [Li22a]. Waving [YM21]. way [CC23]. weakest [DGFR21]. weight
  [GRZT22, VTT+22]. Weighted [CLZ20]. weights [WZO+21]. whitepapers
  [LTBY20]. Wide [AJH+20]. WiFi [JTV+22]. wind [MBM+20]. windows
  [QM21]. Wireless [KRK20, Amm21b, CL22b, GHD20, LSWY20, LCZL21,
  PG20, SM22, SAATK21, SMMG20, SOL22]. within [PB21]. without
  [Ati20, BL23]. witness [Pou20]. WNoC [Yaz23a]. Work
  [GKTW21, FPdLS+21, SFT+21]. Workflow
  [KD22, BLNP23, LWHF22, SNSK20]. workflows [JZS+20, WHL+23].
  Workload [CTFW22, CWHC22, CLZ20, FPdLS+21, HSHT22, LYZ+22a,
  TLD+23, WLL+23a]. Workload-aware [CTFW22]. workloads
  [YTLF22, ZPN+21]. works [HDJ21]. world [MCD+21]. WP [CLZ20].
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